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Abstract: Kidney injury may be a severe complication of acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and contributes to worsen the prognosis. Various pathophy-
siological mechanisms can contribute to organ damage and impair renal function, proving the 
complexity of the virus activity and the resulting immunity response. We summarized the 
evidence of the literature on the prevalence of kidney involvement, on the pathogenic 
pathways and on its management. 
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Introduction
In December 2019 a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) developed in Wuhan, China, 
and is expanding as a global outbreak causing Corona virus disease (COVID-19), 
with over 23 million cases across 188 countries and more than eight hundred 
thousand deaths[from “COVID-19 Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science 
and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University (JHU)”.1 SARS-CoV-2 is 
a positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus that is spread via nose and mouth 
secretions including small droplets produced by coughing. The standard method 
of diagnosis is real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) 
on respiratory samples obtained by a nasopharyngeal swab.2 Heterogeneous clinical 
manifestations, from mild symptoms of upper respiratory tract illness to severe 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) due to interstitial bilateral pneumonia, 
multiple organ failure, and death can occur.3,4

The ability of the virus to bind the ubiquitous angiotensin-converting enzyme 
(ACE)-2 receptors allows SARS-CoV-2 to target organs other than the lungs, such 
as the heart, central nervous system, gastrointestinal tract, etc.5,6 At present, the 
kidney is one of the several targets of COVID-19, but, as initially misdiagnosed, its 
involvement was considered negligible. However, acute kidney injury (AKI) in 
patients with COVID-19 is considered a marker of disease severity and a negative 
prognostic factor for survival.3,7

However, acute kidney injury (AKI), expressed as high amount of protein 
excretion and macroscopic hematuria, in patients with COVID-19 is considered 
a marker of disease severity and a negative prognostic factor for survival.3,7 In fact, 
a meta-analysis by Ali et al8 evaluating the outcome of COVID-19 subjects who 
developed AKI observed that those with severe AKI, defined as Kidney Disease 
Improving Global Outcome (KDIGO) stage III or need of acute renal replacement 
therapy (RRT), showed a higher mortality than those with stage I or II stage.
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This review will examine renal involvement, both 
direct and indirect, during SARS CoV-2 infection, in 
order to manage kidney complications in clinical practice.

Methods
A comprehensive computerized literature research was 
made to identify studies analyzing the renal implication 
of COVID-19 patients using MEDLINE, Google Scholar 
and EMBASE from December 2020 to August, 31 2020, 
involving both medical subject heading (MeSH) termi-
nology and relevant keywords for search strings to 
locate articles. The following items were used: “renal 
complications”, “kidney complication”, “kidney”, “acute 
kidney injury (AKI)”, “COVID-19” and “SARS-CoV 
-2”. The references of studies or reports were checked 
to find relevant information.

Prevalence of Kidney Involvement 
During SARS-CoV-2 Infection
Several studies evaluated the prevalence of kidney invol-
vement in COVID-19 patients. These studies are summar-
ized in Table 1.

A retrospective cohort study of 191 patients hospita-
lized for COVID-19 in Wuhan before Jan 31, 2020, 
showed that AKI occurred in 28 (15%) patients and was 
more frequent in critically ill patients. A retrospective 
Chinese, single-center study, investigating renal injury in 
333 patients hospitalized for COVID-19 pneumonia, 
observed a high percentage (75.4%) of patients with 
acute kidney injury (mostly presented on admission with 
proteinuria or albumin to creatinine ratio) during hospita-
lization. Among these patients, only 35 (11%) satisfied 
AKI criteria (KDIGO AKI criteria expanded: increase or 
decrease in serum creatinine by 50% during hospital 
stay19,20) and a complete kidney function recovery was 
seen in 16 (45.7%).

Overall, the incidence of AKI ranges from 0.5% to 
80.3%, although the study that reported the upper value8 

considered only critically ill patients.21 In fact, the 
severity of pneumonia and ARDS have been identified 
as the most important risk factors for the development 
of kidney failure and subsequent poor function 
recovery.22,23

However, we should underscore that the real incidence 
of AKI remains uncertain because of a lack of a clear 
definition and staging of this condition.

Pathogenesis of Kidney Injury
SARS-CoV-2 infects the host using the ACE-2, 
a membrane-bound peptidase, expressed more in the kid-
ney than in other organs (lung, heart, intestine, and 
endothelial cells).24–26 While ACE converts angiotensin 
I (Ang I) to angiotensin II (Ang II), ACE2 degrades Ang 
II to angiotensin 1–7 [Ang-(1–7)]. Ang II plays a role in 
vasoconstriction and adrenergic stimulation, binding type 
1 Ang II receptors (AT1),27 while Ang-(1–7) opposes the 
Ang II-AT1 axis through vasodilatation, and anti- 
inflammatory and anti-fibrotic action, mainly increasing 
the production of nitric oxide.

By downregulating ACE2, SARS-CoV2 determines an 
increase in ACE activity and a shift to overproduction of 
Ang II.28 This leads to a proinflammatory (including com-
plement activation) and pro-fibrotic state in the kidneys. 
The mechanisms of renal damage by SARS-CoV-2 are 
summarized in Figure 1. Renal damage may be due both 
to primary mechanisms, directly referred to the virus, and 
secondary mechanisms, linked to the hemodynamic and 
immune response to the virus.

Direct Mechanisms of Renal Damage
If in an advanced stage of disease, AKI can be ascribed to 
hypotension and low kidney perfusion due to hemody-
namic, haemostatic or infectious factors, viral replication 
in the kidney parenchyma itself also plays a role. 
However, an acute proximal tubular injury is described 
in autopsies of subjects who died of COVID-19, asso-
ciated with a development of glomerular fibrin thrombi 
caused by direct endothelial damage.29 In a recent obser-
vation, SARS-CoV-2 showed renal tropism, and RNA has 
been detected in the kidneys, with preferential targeting for 
glomerular cells.30 Furthermore, as observed in other 
virus-associated nephropathies, SARS-CoV-2 can directly 
infect human kidney tubules and also induce cytoplasmic 
renal tubular inclusions.31 The different sites of renal 
involvement are shown in Figure 2.

As mentioned, regardless of the direct viral kidney 
infection, SARS-CoV-2 determines an increase in the 
Ang II/Ang-(1–7) ratio. The result is AT1-receptor acti-
vation as well as a decrease in vasodilatation Ang (1–7) 
activity, with a subsequent risk of a worsening of the 
renal function. Thus, patients with chronic kidney dis-
ease (CKD), especially those with diabetic nephropathy, 
may have a higher risk of AKI because of an already 
existing upregulation of ACE and downregulation of 
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ACE2.32 A recent analysis including more than 
17 million patients in the UK suggested that patients 
with CKD are at higher risk of mortality than those with 
other known risk factors, including chronic heart and 
lung disease.33

Indirect Mechanisms of Renal Damage
The indirect renal damage may be due to different 
mechanisms, such as renal hypo-perfusion, humoral 
response to viruses, thrombotic micro-angiopathy and acti-
vation of the complement system.

Role of Renal Hypo-Perfusion
Systemic hypotension, as a result of severe dehydration, 
low cardiac output or vasodilatation, may depress renal 
blood flow, causing ischemia and cell death.

Moreover, cardiac involvement in systemic inflammatory 
syndromes or acute viral myocarditis may lead to cardiac 
damage and subsequent cardio-renal syndrome type 1.34 

Lastly, a positive fluid balance may increase alveolar- 
capillary leakage and worsen ARDS and renal vein conges-
tion, causing renal compartment syndrome, with a worsening 
of the AKI.

Table 1 Studies Evaluating Prevalence of Kidney Injury During COVID-19

Author 

(Reference)

Country Type of 

Study

N COVID 

Patients

N (%) of 

Males

N (%) of 

Patients with 

Severe Forms 

Admitted to 

ICU

Median Age 

(Range)

Definition of Kidney Injury N (%) 

COVID-19 

Patients 

with Kidney 

Injury

Arentz M, 

20209

United States Case series 21 Not reported 21 (100%) 70 (43–92) KDIGO definition* and the 

International Society of 

Nephrology

4 (19.1)

Chan L, 

202010

United States Observational 

study

3235 1868 (57%) 815 (25.2%) 66.5 (55.6–77.8) Increase in the peak serum 

creatinine of at least 0.3 mg/dL 

or 50% above baseline

1406 (46%)

Chen N, 

202011

China Retrospective 

single-center 

study

99 67 (68%) Not reported 55 (21–82) Increase in serum creatinine or 

BUN

3 (3%)

Chen T, 

202012

China Case series 274 171 (62%) 50 (18.5%) 62 (44–70) KDIGO definition* 29 (11%)

Cheng Y, 

20207

China Prospective 

cohort study

701 367 (52.4%) 73 (10.4%) 63 (50–71) KDIGO definition* 36 (5.1%)

Guan W, 

202013

China Observational 

study

1099 637 (58%) 173 (15%) 47 (35–58) KDIGO definition* or presumed 

to have occurred within 7 days; 

or urine volume of below 

0.5 mL/kg/h for 6 consecutive 

hours

6 (0.5%)

Hirsch J, 

202014

United States Retrospective 

observational 

cohort study

5449 3317 (60.9) 1395 (25.6%) 64.0 (52–75) KDIGO definition* 1993 (36.6%)

Wang H, 

202015

United States Retrospective 

observational 

study

19,249 Not reported Not reported Not reported Using definitions established by 

the Acute Kidney Injury 

Network (AKIN)

4369 (22.7%)

Xu S, 202016 China Retrospective 

study

355 Not reported 60 (16.9%) Not reported Any of renal functional indices 

beyond normal range

56 (15.8%)

Yan Q, 

202017

China Retrospective, 

observational 

cohort study

882 440 (49.9%) 105 (11.9%) 71 (68–77) KDIGO definition* 115 (13%)

Zhang G, 

202018

China Case series 221 108 (48.9%) 55 (24.8%) 55 (39–66.5) Not reported 10 (4.5%)

Notes: *KDIGO (Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcome) criteria: AKI is defined as an increase in the serum creatinine level up to 1.5 times the baseline level, or 
increase at least 0.3 mg/dL within the past 48 hours.
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Role of Inflammation and Thrombotic 
Microangiopathy
Despite an extensive tissue distribution of SARS-CoV-2, 
several hypotheses on the mechanisms of organ involve-
ment have been put forward, and most of them recognized 
a central role of the humoral immune system. COVID-19 
determines the release of a huge number of pro- 
inflammatory cytokines. This condition is known as cyto-
kine release syndrome (CRS) or cytokine storm syndrome 
(CSS). It is a form of systemic inflammatory response 
syndrome (SIRS) that accelerates cell death in several 
organs, and can ultimately lead to multiple organ dysfunc-
tion syndrome (MODS).35 It is also responsible for 
endothelial dysfunction and a pro-thrombotic action36 

that can lead to small vessel vasculitis and extensive 
microthrombosis, a condition named thrombotic microan-
giopathy (TMA), one of the main causes of death in severe 
cases.37,38 In patients with CRS, AKI might occur as 

a result of renal damage mediated by inflammation, 
endothelial dysfunction and microthrombosis, or indir-
ectly, as mentioned.

Pro-inflammatory Interleukin-6 (IL-6) has a central 
role in CRS. Among patients with COVID-19, IL-6 
plasma levels are increased in those with ARDS and 
a consequent worse prognosis.39 Injured renal tubular 
cells promote upregulation of IL-6 that determines alveo-
lar damage. In contrast, ARDS may cause renal medul-
lary hypoxia and tubular cell damage,40 demonstrating 
the close relationship between the lungs and kidneys. For 
these reasons, Tocilizumab, a humanized monoclonal 
antibody against Interleukin-6 receptor (IL-6R), has 
been used in some protocols as a treatment for patients 
with severe COVID-19.41 Sarilumab, a drug with the 
same mechanism of action, has been assessed in an 
open-label study in 56 patients with severe COVID-19 
pneumonia with hyperinflammation, showing no signifi-
cant difference in clinical improvement and mortality 

Figure 1 Pathogenesis of SARS-CoV2.
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at day 28, compared with standard of care.42 On the 
other hand, in a case series of 8 patients, an improve-
ment in respiratory symptoms and a faster discharge was 
observed in 7 treated with Sarilumab.43

Therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE or Plasmapheresis) 
could also be a strategy to remove pro-inflammatory cyto-
kines, and it has been performed in an analysis on 31 
patients admitted to intensive care unit (ICU) with 
ARDS or severe pneumonia. The TPE was associated 
with higher extubating rates and a lower mortality at day 
14 and 28 post-plasma-exchange compared to controls. 
However, all-cause mortality was only marginally lower 
in the TPE group. Thus, randomized controlled clinical 
trials are warranted to draw conclusive findings.44

Interesting are the data on the patients who already 
were on immunosuppressive treatment, as those treated 
with calcineurin inhibitor (CNI)-based therapy after kid-
ney transplant. Although kidney transplant recipients were 
expected to be at an increased risk of complications from 
COVID-19 owing not only to their chronic immunosup-
pression, but also to frequently associated comorbidities, 
in these patients the clinical presentation was generally 

mild and no patient progressed to ARDS.45 This evidence 
may be due to the fact that these patients were subjected to 
more stringent controls than the general population and 
that the long-term immunosuppressive regimen and the 
continuation of CNI treatment might have influenced the 
clinical course of the disease by preventing the occurrence 
of huge alveolar macrophage activation with consequent 
release of pro-inflammatory cytokines.46

Role of the Complement System and 
Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
As a mediator of the innate immune response, the comple-
ment system may play a role in the pathogenic mechanism 
of organ damage in SARS-CoV-2 infection, as demon-
strated in other acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
(SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV) infections. There are three bio-
chemical pathways activating the complement system, all 
converging into a common pathway with the production of 
C3a and C5a (inflammatory mediators), C3b (for pathogen 
opsonisation) to the final formation of the C5b-9 mem-
brane attack complex (MAC), that lyses targeted cells, 
resulting in cell death.

Figure 2 Sites of direct renal damage in SARS-CoV2.
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In a murine model of SARS-CoV infection, lacking C3 
and thus the impossibility to activate the complement 
pathway, decreased the severity of the disease with less 
respiratory dysfunction and lower cytokine levels, despite 
equal viral loads. The authors suggest that most SARS- 
mediated diseases are likely immune-mediated.47 In 
a murine model of MERS-CoV infection, increased con-
centrations of C5a and C5b-9 were found in the sera and 
lung tissues. Blocking C5a with a murine antibody alle-
viated lung and spleen damage, with decreased cytokine 
response and viral replication.48 In humans, excessive 
activation of the complement, similarly to CSS, leads to 
endothelial injury and the activation of the coagulation 
cascade, a condition named atypical hemolytic uremic 
syndrome (aHUS). aHUS is a form of TMA characterized 
by micro-angiopathic hemolytic anemia, thrombocytope-
nia and acute renal failure. Eculizumab is a recombinant 
humanized monoclonal antibody against C5 complement 
protein, used to modulate the activity of the distal comple-
ment pathway by preventing the development of the MAC, 
and approved to treat people with aHUS. In the SOLID- 
C19 study, Eculizumab has been used in the severe stage 
of COVID-19 patients to modulate the activity of the distal 
complement pathway, preventing the formation of the 
membrane attack complex. By modulating the distal com-
plement cascade, organ damage can be halted while the 
patient has time to recover from the virus with sympto-
matic treatment, as described in the experience of a group 
from Naples, pending further confirmation from the 
ongoing SOLID-C19.49,50

Given the role of chemokine receptor type 5 (CCR5) in 
immune cell migration and inflammation, the impact of 
CCR5 blockade via the CCR5-specific antibody leronli-
mab (originally developed to treat HIV-1 infection) has 
been investigated for compassionate use in patients with 
critical COVID-19 disease. Despite the evidence of 
a reduction of plasma IL-6 levels and resolution of SARS- 
CoV2 plasma viremia compared to controls, these results 
need for ongoing randomized clinical trials.51,52

Management of Kidney Injury 
During SARS-CoV-2 Infection
As yet, no drug or vaccine has been approved to treat 
human coronaviruses. In addition, no specific treatment 
options exist for kidney injury secondary to COVID-19, 
and the current care strategy is fundamentally supportive.

It is crucial to support the patient as early as possible, 
to increase the possibility of preventing the development 
of AKI and ensure a faster recovery. Patients with AKI (or 
at risk of AKI) require attention to their hemodynamic 
status, with close control of blood pressure and cardiac 
output, to avoid renal hypo-perfusion and preserve glo-
merular flow. In critically ill patients, AKI may be caused 
or worsened by potentially nephrotoxic drugs or invasive 
mechanical ventilation, which requires attention to avoid 
ventilation-induced hemodynamic effects and barotrauma, 
especially in patients with ARDS or respiratory failure.23

Pathogenetic Treatment
The identification of an effective treatment against 
COVID-19 will indirectly allow avoiding or improving 
kidney injury during SARS-CoV-2 infection. Different 
treatment modalities and off-label medications are being 
evaluated or developed for the management of COVID-19. 
However, among all, only a few drugs have demonstrated 
the expected clinical or prognostic benefits.

Chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine inhibits viral entry 
and endocytosis of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro with beneficial 
immunomodulatory effects by reducing the release of 
proinflammatory cytokines. Despite this evidence, no clin-
ical or prognostic benefits have been demonstrated.53–55

No benefits have been demonstrated by the use of the 
protease inhibitor lopinavir-ritonavir when compared with 
standard care, despite the positive effect in blocking viral 
replication in vitro.56

Some evidence about the antiviral remdesivir has 
shown to reduce both time-to-symptom resolution and 
duration of mechanical ventilation, but the effect on survi-
val has not yet been proven.57,58

Target immunomodulatory therapies, like monoclonal 
antibodies (tocilizumab, sarilumab, evolocumab), are alter-
native therapeutic strategies used to contrast the immunity 
and inflammatory response in CRS, as mentioned above.

Anticoagulant therapy and thrombi prevention with 
low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) is recommended, 
because of the pro-coagulative state caused by virus- 
induced endothelial dysfunction, cytokine storm and com-
plement cascade hyperactivation.5

Corticosteroids, ie dexamethasone, have shown 
a reduction in 28-days mortality in some patients in 
advanced stages in the preliminary results of the 
RECOVERY trial.59

The role of convalescent plasma has been investigated 
in the PLACID trial60,61 in patients admitted to hospital 
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with moderate COVID-19: although a statistically signifi-
cant higher rate of conversion to a negative result for 
SARS-CoV-2 RNA occurred on day 7 among patients in 
the intervention arm, no clinical benefit was associated 
with the use of convalescent plasma.

Renal Replacement Therapy (RRT) and 
Blood Purification
The optimal timing for dialysis in AKI is not clear and, 
generally, it must be avoided as long as possible. The 
decision to start RRT is mostly based on volume overload, 
hyperazotemia, hyperkalemia and severe acidosis. In 
patients with COVID-19 and AKI, early RRT seems to 
provide adequate organ support and prevent the worsening 
of the disease severity.

Continuous RRT (CRRT) by hemofiltration and hemo-
diafiltration is preferred in hemodynamically unstable 
patients because it contributes more to the resolution of 
the organ failure. Filter clotting is a major complication in 
these patients because of SIRS and the thrombophilic 
status. Therefore, focused anticoagulant therapy is manda-
tory, as also seen in other COVID-19 patients with-
out AKI.

Continuous venovenous hemodialysis (CVVHD) may 
be an alternative solution. For patients with severe 
COVID-19 with sepsis and ARDS, blood perfusion/ 
plasma absorption treatment can also be useful to remove 
and replace inflammatory mediators.62

Conclusions
COVID-19 is a viral infectious disease mainly presenting 
with fever and pneumonia. Several data suggest an impor-
tant role played by the immune system in critically ill 
patients leading to ARDS, multiple organ failure, and 
even death. Consequently, different pathways, in addition 
to viral damage, may contribute to organ damage. Kidney 
injury may occur and impact the prognosis. Anti- 
inflammatory and supportive therapies are the cornerstones 
of treatment for severe cases, while in selected patients 
renal replacement therapy and extracorporeal blood purifi-
cation may be applied.
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